
CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

5.1 Conclusion 

 Based on the research finding in chapter four, the result can be concluded 

as follows: 

 Movie is kind of literary work that really interesting to analyze. Kungfu 

Panda is one of the many movie in the world.  Kungfu Panda describes many 

moral values and social problem in human life. Spesifically it describes moral 

value from character through its characterization. I formulated that moral values is 

divided into five aspects. Those are, self confident, wise, willing, arrogance, and 

ambitious. 

Self confident, by seeing the movie, it can be conclude that self confident 

is very important for every human. For those who has self confident always thinks 

positive toward themselves. They have strong confidence. People who have self-

confidence is the one who knows that he/she capable of doing what he/she 

wanted.  

In addition to self confident, there is also wise in judging moral values. It 

can be conclude by wise character can can create something better. Everything is 

a process. Always be grateful for what you have today. What looks good today, 

does not mean that it is good for tomorrow. So, think wisely for everything in 



every situation. In this case by Wise character of master shivu and oogway can 

make Po become a dragon warrior.  

Willing is the third moral value. It can be conclude that by have a willing 

someone become more better. We can be anything we want to be, and we can do 

anything we want to do if we have willing and effort. Besides, we need other 

people help. Without helps from others we can not achieve something. 

From Tai Lung character, it can be conclude that by having an arrogant 

and ambitious character can make someone become bad. Arrogant will make us 

lost of self control, and it only brings failure. As well as the ambitious person, 

they will do anything to achieve what they want without seeing to the reality 

anymore. To achieve their dreams, they will make anything become legal. At last, 

to achieve the goal, we do not have to be  ambitious. Because if we expect too 

much and we fail it will hurts us a lot.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

5.2 Suggestion 

 After I conclude the result of the analysis, I would like to carry on some 

suggestions to the reader. They are:  

 Literary works are not something that boring, but it is something which is 

really interesting to analyze. I suggested the readers to be more attracted to 

analyze literary work, because literary work is concerned with life and its problem 

which we often see in our daily life. From there, we can learn how to solve the 

problem wisely.  

Movie can be the media in order to get something positive such as moral 

value in animated movie. Based on the conclusion above, it can be found many 

moral values. So, it can be suggested to the next researcher to use movie as the 

media of the researcher. 

By reading this analysis about the moral value in Kungfu Panda movie 

through their character and characterization, we can learn how to develop our own 

attitude and behavior to society. Also, I hope we can be more appreciate to literary 

works. 

 


